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1.
This is the sixth paper I have delivered in
the fourteen years I have been a member here, and all
these papers have addressed topics that have meant a
great deal to me.
Curiously, I have heretofore felt
reluctant to address one topic that has been of
profound importance to me since the earliest moments I
can recall from childhood, namely my life-long love
affair with competitive sports, amateur and
professional, both as a participant and as a spectator.
The only talk that might have given some hint of this
passion is the one I wrote for Martin Luther King Day,
1994, about Arthur Ashe, but he was a man of such
transcendent complexity and greatness that it made
sense to relegate his tennis championships to a
secondary place.
Perhaps a good friend and clever
psychologist like John MacLeod will be able to tell me
why I have never lost this consuming passion for
sports.
Perhaps you will consider my approach tonight as a
budget, three parts, one man's authorship, some
overlapping thoughts.
My father was a passionate outdoors man and
environmentalist before that term was fashionable,
getting his happiest moments from time shared with his
five children doing canoeing, bird watching, hiking,
climbing, and skiing, a founder of the Appalachian
Mountain Club, a passable but awkward tennis player, a
JV pole-vaulter in college.
My mother was a scholar, frail, crippled with bad
hips, cerebral and artistic, only dutifully interested
in the results of games at the insularly Christian allboys day school her three sons attended.
(I can't
recall the slightest mention of my two sisters
competing in sports at the private girls school they
attended in Brookline, and strongly suspect that there
weren't any.)
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The Headmaster was our varsity football coach, the
Assistant Headmaster our ice hockey coach (when the
winters were cold enough for the Charles River to
freeze over), and the Mathematics Department Chair was
the baseball coach.
For a person who has as many
competitive impulses as I do, it was blessedly
cathartic to be able to immerse myself in all those
hard games in high school, sensing even then that this
was where I might find some of the coping skills to be
able to deal later with stress at work and at home.
Many of my closest friends are people with whom I
can share long-standing athletic memories, the
irreverent banter and camaraderie of shared athletic
experiences in team sports such as soccer, and
individual ones such as tennis.
It is hopelessly oldfashioned, but I genuinely believe that schools need to
teach their students to balance life's intellectual,
physical and spiritual aspects, learning to win with
humility and lose with grace.
the traditional lessons
of sacrifice, team-work, and postponing gratification
for a shared purpose that transcends oneself still make
sense to me, as does the quaint notion that the sheer
fun that accompanies sports contains essential
ingredients that promote mental health.
My experiences in sports taught me about loyalty,
and I have often wondered what impact it would have had
on my psyche and values if my local heroes had gone off
to play for other teams where they could make more
money.
It is beyond my comprehension that Ted Williams
might have become a New York Yankee, or that Bob Cousy
and Bill Russell might have deserted for other teams
when the Celtics were winning eleven consecutive world
championships, or that Bobby Orr might have uprooted
his family, found greener pastures in Philadelphia, and
come back to beat the Bruins.
I was astonished to read
recently in USA Today that there are only eight players
in all major league baseball who have spent ten or more
seasons with the same team, one of them our own Barry
Larkin, and that a journeyman infielder, who names I
choose not to recall, is setting a record this year by
performing on his tenth team, a cynical bounty-hunter.
When Roger Clemens returned to Fenway Park to pitch for
the hated Yankees, I sat on a couch before a TV set 600
miles away, and booed my lungs out. A transplanted
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Cincinnatian, I choose to consider Ken Griffey, Jr. an
exception tot his rule. How can one fault a man who
returns home for the balance of his career to play for
his father, raise his kids and show off before his
grandmother, and give up $50 million the bargain?
My happiest recollections of childhood holidays
were when my older brothers, Loring and Stevie, got me
up from the table after Thanksgiving and Christmas
dinners and let me accompany them to the ancient Boston
Garden to watch the Bruins play the Rangers in hockey
and the Celtics play the Knicks in basketball, always
the same teams on the same holidays, in an era when
there were only six professional hockey teams, and
eight members of the fledgling NBA. Those teams played
each other ten or twelve times a year, and you knew
enough about your opponents to hate them as much as you
loved your own stars. Then, long after bedtime,
stopping at Howard Johnson's and Bailey's on the way
home.
I felt palpable outrage when the leagues allowed
ESPN to kick off the regular baseball season on
national television on the first Sunday night in April,
breaking a tradition going back over 100 years, the
Reds throwing the first pitch on the first Monday
afternoon in April right after the Findlay Market
Parade, sometimes only five minutes before someone
else's first pitch, but always first.
The first time I knew I was approaching adulthood
was when my mother walked me down the hill to the
Wellesley Farms train station and told me how to board
the train to South Station, and then the subway to
Harvard Square, and then the walk across the bridge to
the stadium to watch Harvard play football during World
War II, Navy V-12 students and draft rejects in a
nearly empty stadium. That was also when the south
Station showed cartoons and sports reels and newscasts
twelve hours a day to entertain passengers waiting for
trains, and my mother let me go there as long as I
promised not to leave the station. The great Tom
Harman, of Michigan, became my hero, and his weekly
exploits occupied prominent places in my sports
scrapbooks.
It is fascinating to observe how much more
attention our best national newspapers, the New York
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Times, the Washington Post, the Boston Globe, and the
Los Angeles Times, devote to sports than they used to
do, front page headlines and expanded sports sections.
In addition to the four major networks, ABC, CBS, FOX,
and NBC, there are now three national cable channels
that show sports 24 hours a day, plus three national
sports magazines, even Sports Illustrated's new Sports
Illustrated For Kids, and Sports Illustrated for Women.
Every major city has at least one 24-hour radio sports
talk show, and Cincinnati has two, both terrible, both
attracting scarily obsessive fans.
ABC knew exactly
what it was doing when it bought ESPN, and Fox when it
introduced its own satellite sports channels, and Time
Warner when it took over CNN, and America on Line when
it bought the whole package and began to meld it all
into the internet, the biggest media merger in history.
I will be quoting several scholars in the next
section of this paper, Chairs of Economics Departments
at Indiana, Illinois, Smith, Stanford and Wharton, and
I asked two of them why they devote so much attention
to sports.
"It's because they are a multi-billion
dollar global business, Peter," they said, "and one
simply can't understand what is happening in American
society, let alone the world, without examining them."
It is remarkable how many great journalists Jimmy Breslin, James Reston, Hugh Sidey, Tom Wicker,
George Will - got their starts as sports writers, and
why our language is so peppered with athletic images
that illuminate business and political and other
discourse:
"Monday morning quarterback, level playing
field, slam dunk, point guard, full court press, home
court advantage, two minute drill, scores of
expressions that have crept into the vernacular and the
American Heritage Dictionary.
There is no doubt that sports are playing a vital
role in the emergence of women in America, and the most
exciting single moment I have witnessed in sports - it
still gives me goose-bumps to remember it - was when
Joan Benoit emerged from a dark tunnel into the broad
sunlight of the Los Angeles Coliseum in 1984 waving her
Bowdoin College cap in front of the world - to win the
first Women's Olympic Marathon - only ten years after
the International Olympic Committee had decided that
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women should not be allowed to run over 3,000 meters,
only four months after she had undergone artheroscopic
knee surgery.
There is yet another boyhood experience that John
MacLeod may need to consider. As the fourth of five
children, an ailing mother and a patriotic father who
was the youngest captain in the u.s. Cavalry in WWI and
who reenlisted as a major in WWII to serve as a
military attache in the office of General George
Catlett Marshall, 16 years between me and my oldest
sibling, almost a second family, that sister and my
brothers away form home, I was invited to join a group
of neighborhood kids on a team called the Wellesley
Tigers, organized by a man named Larry Rice, who must
have had substantial means, since, to my knowledge, he
never held a job, Larry Rice in his wooden Chris-Craft
crossing the Belgrade Lake in Maine where he invited
our team to join him every summer, a quiet and
dignified man who had lettered in three sports at Yale,
who taught four or five sports all twelve months and
brought in knowledgeable friends to coach us when he
didn't feel expert enough himself, who ranked ninth in
the world in tennis in 1927, and who must have told a
hundred times, at our insistence, about the magical
weekend that August when he beat Johnston & Tilden back
to back on the grass at the Casimo in Newport. He
taught us to dress neatly on trips, to be good sports,
to obey the rules, to work hard and be punctual, to
make good grades and have good manners. Most of us
lettered in at least one sport in the Ivy League or
Little Three Colleges most of us attended.
Being a Tiger was the closest we came to diversity
in that sheltered community, since, somehow, Larry Rice
included on our teams Bunny Impillario, the son of an
immigrant Italian shoemaker, Gigi Harkiewitz, who was
born in Poland and talked with an accent and whose
father repaired our lawn mowers, and Jimmy Gately, an
Irish Catholic boy whose father drank too much and was
a Supervisor in the town's tree and math department. It
was Bunny and Gigi and Jimmy who told me one day, when
we were walking home after practice, right after my
parents told me I was going to private school in Dedham
in the fall and would have to drop off the Tigers, that
this might mean the end of our friendships.
I didn't
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understand what they meant when they said that I was
headed for Nobles and Harvard and a profession, and
they didn't see much out there beyond Wellesley High
School, even if they were able to hang on there and
graduate.
I understand now what they meant, and would
give anything to find out what happened to them.
I was more athletically skilled at first than most
of my classmates at Nobles, thanks to the Tigers, a big
boost since I was joining in grade 9 a bunch of boys
who had been together since grade 7. They called our
grades "classes" at Nobles, a slightly pompous
affectation larking back to English public schools, a
tradition that amused my mother, the farm girl from
upstate New York who was the first girl from her high
school to attend college when she earned her
scholarship to Smith by a circuitous route I described
in my first paper from this podium. Somehow, Larry
Rice saw to it that we found opponents, that we got to
play, that we won more than we lost, and that we had
fun.
To my knowledge our parents never paid him a
dime.
I still don't know how he chose us in the first
place. When he died five years ago, in his 90's - I
hadn't seen him in over 50 years - I felt a sense of
palpable loss when someone sent me his obituary from
the front page of the Boston Globe, where generations
of community leaders, still Tigers at heart, paid him
tribute.
2.
Like many Cincinnatians, even while spending
this year in a school in McLean, Virginia, I continue
to be engrossed in the on-going controversy surrounding
the construction of two new stadia on the riverfront
for our baseball and football teams, the Reds and
Bengals, at a cost, all amenities and infrastructure
included, of about $1 billion, overwhelmingly at
taxpayers expense. Long forgotten is the
recommendation of the original Redevelopment Task Force
that recommended the project back in 1993 (Houston's
new baseball stadium cost $248 million, with a
retractable roof), $315 million to build one stadium
for the Bengals or the Reds, that choice undetermined,
plus another $60 million to renovate Riverfront Stadium
for the team that wasn't chosen for the new facility.
That task force wasn't certain how the project should
be financed.
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The Enquirer's current and conservative estimate,
now that we are building two stadia, is that the Paul
Brown Stadium will cost $450 million, up from an
estimated $404 million as recently as six months ago,
plus $280 million for the Fort Washington Way
improvements that are desired adjuncts, plus $302
million for the Reds' ballpark, for a total of
$1,032,000 if everything comes in on target, which has
almost never been the case in other cities.
It is
revealing to note that professional baseball and
football teams built $13 billion worth of new stadia in
the 1990's, $9 billion paid for by taxpayers. No
wonder that the owners are getting rich, and that the
players are compensated so well!
The economists who have studied this trend towards
publicly funded stadia have some interesting points to
make, and they believe that Cincinnati has made the
worst deal of any city in handling the issue, worse
than Baltimore, Cleveland, Denver, Seattle, you name
it. Hartford, Connecticut, was committed to a worse
economic deal for its citizens, but the Massachusetts
Legislature, at the 11th hour, sweetened an offer to
keep the New England Patriots football team near
Boston, and the deal fell through.
The economists
describe a "gang that can't shoot straight" scenario in
Cincinnati: two squabbling owners, Mike Brown and
Marge Schott (who has since sold her major interest, of
course, to Carl Lindner); four squabbling
municipalities, the city, the county, the state and the
contiguous tri-state interests in Indiana and Kentucky;
and an absence of leadership in the corporate
community.
The economists criticize the consulting firms that
told their clients here what they wanted to hear, and,
although I am not competent to judge the methodology
they employ, I can attest that they agree on these
points:
"Their reports, including Cincinnati's, were
fraught with methodological difficulties such as
comparing new spending to spending that has in reality
been diverted from other local activities . . . such as
attributing all spending by out-of-town visitors to the
teams, regardless of the motives of their visits.
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.such as overstating multipliers to gross spending
rather than local value added . . . such as omitting
negative effects from taxation used to finance
construction and operating aspects of the facility ... "
They estimate that it is costing taxpayers in
Cincinnati $250,000 for every new and permanent job
being added to our economy, they see only negligible
evidence that such stadia attract new industries to
move here, and they are convinced that the community
would be much better off economically if most of these
dollars were diverted to projects such as Ed Rigaud's
National Underground Railway Museum, and Eric Kunzel's
proposed School for the Creative & Performing Arts,
with its "emerald necklace of theaters extending from
the Taft through the Aronoff and the Emery and the
Ensemble to Music Hall."
They find it ironic that Cincinnatians, in the
name of enhancing the image of the community in
remaining a major league city, voted to put money in
the pockets of two owners who commanded as little
national respect as Mike Brown and Marge Schott.
They cite a Brookins Institution study that points
out that the opponents of publicly funded stadia really
don't have much a chance against these stadia in the
present climate. The special interest proponents
typically outspend the opponents, nationally, by 20 to
1, and their monies actually add up to even more than
that because they invariably schedule their votes for
elections that will have small turnouts, and that will
favor them. Even then, I was shocked to discover that
the elected officials in several cities don't even pay
much attention to adverse votes.
If they lose the
elections, they simply enact luxury taxes, instead, on
hotel rooms, rental cars, restaurant meals, downtown
parking, whatever. They cite the major of Phoenix in a
speech last year:
"I believe the citizens should have
a say in this issue.
If the voters pass this, we will
move forward and, if the voters don't pass this, we
will still move forward.
Four of the economists conclude their studies this
way:
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"Properly reckoned, the value of a sports team to
a city should not be measured in dollars of new income,
but should be appreciated as a potential source of
entertainment and civic pride that comes with a
substantial net cost.
"
"We end this analysis on a pessimistic note.
It
is difficult to see an end to the growing public
subsidization of sports facilities. Whereas the
superficial explanations for this phenomenon lie in the
details of federal, state and local politics, the
ultimate reasons can be found by looking in the mirror.
Professional sports in the us are subsidized because
they are very popular monopolies. While grass roots
movements in local areas may achieve modest successes
in slightly altering the terms of stadium subsidies .
. large-scale public subsidies to wealthy team owners
and athletes will be a feature of the professional
sports landscape."
"Could owners build and pay for their own stadia?
Yes, of course. But then they would make less money,
so they go to the public instead.
"I am a big sports fan, but stadiums are economic
losers for the general public."
It is interesting to note, in these circumstances,
what this stadium is doing financially for Mike Brown.
Since the only opportunities for profit that are
not restricted by the National Football League's rules
with respect to "parity" - and I will return to the
concept of "parity" in a moment because it is crucial
to understand it - are special amenities in new
stadiums, we are building Mr. Brown 108 luxury boxes
which will cost their corporate owners $150,000 per
year, plus $3,500 per club seat per year. Mr. Brown
will keep the revenues from stadium advertising, from
beverage and pouring and food service rights, and from
parking and concessions.
If the stadium wasn't ready
to begin the season in September, we pay Mr. Brown $4
million per game.
If someone wants to bring
professional soccer to Cincinnati, the most popular
sport in the world, Mr. Brown has to give permission to
use his stadium.
In spite of the fact that he is
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selling a demonstrably inferior product, we must pay
Mr. Brown the difference if we don't average 50,000
tickets sold per game, including exhibition games. We
are building Mr. Brown three practice fields on the
river, a waste of a prime location in the judgment of
many people. We have let the Bengals become the first
established franchise in the NFL to introduce personal
seat licenses - $1,500 up front for the privilege of
buying season tickets to watch the team play at home.
Until Mr. Brown introduced PSLs here, they were used
exclusively by expansion franchises, cities whose
stadiums and teams are brand new. And we didn't
require him to find a corporate sponsor such as Cinergy
to put its name on the stadium, even though it is our
money that is building it.
Several years ago, in a verdict that astounded
most of the lawyers with whom I have discussed the
case, a few of whom are members of this club, following
the death of his father, the great and pioneering Paul
Brown, Mike Brown persuaded a court that he should get
a break with inheritance taxes because "our Bengals are
a small, privately held business . . . we have had
financial problems attributable to my father's growing
up in the great depression and never getting over being
fired by Art Modell in Cleveland . . . we operate on a
shoestring." Mike Brown won the verdict, and retained
sole control of the team.
With his unerring instinct for public relations,
Mr. Brown had told the court in those same proceedings
that going to the Super Bowl twice in the 1980s, when
his father was still active, was financially
disadvantageous.
"Super Bowl teams don't make money,"
he said.
"This is because the revenues are shared
among all 28 teams, but the competing teams have to pay
their own expenses. Super Bowl teams also lose more
money in the following year because they have to pay
their players more for their superior performances, and
because they get lower draft choices." This is the
same man who told the Enquirer two years ago, of
course, that he didn't possibly see how he could
compete with the newly established Browns franchise in
Cleveland, on the very day the franchise's
establishment was announced, and before it employed a
general manager, a coach or any players.
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At the time of the inheritance court case, Forbes
Magazine, which keeps track of such statistics, valued
the Bengals at $80 million, a figure that had risen to
$122 million in 1995, when a new stadium was barely a
gleam in anybody's eye, ranking the Bengals 24th among
the then 29 teams in the NFL. By 1997, Forbes ranked
the Bengals 12th in value of 32 teams, at $363 million;
a figure higher, for some reason, than those for
franchises in cities as big as Chicago and
Philadelphia. Over the winter, Forbes decided it had
been too conservative. Dallas, estimated last
September to be worth $663, and ranked #1, as America's
team, was jacked up to $1 billion. Washington, at $607
million in September, went up to $850 million. The New
York Jets, valued at $363 million in September, were
actually sold last month for $635 million.
Promised
that he would have a right of first refusal to buy the
team from Art Modell in three years, someone in
Baltimore paid $350 million for 49% of the franchise.
The NFL sold an expansion franchise in Houston for $700
million. With more willing buyers than it could ever
previously recall, due to the stock market and the new
stadiums, Forbes said that all its September estimates,
calculated conservatively, should be increased by at
least 25%, thus bringing the sale value of the Bengals,
over a span of five years, while we were building the
stadium, from an estimated $122 million to close to
$500 million.
By contrast, because major league baseball does
not attach a high priority to competitive "parity," the
Reds' increases in value, Forbes says, are necessarily
much more modest ones. They are currently valued by
Forbes only at $182 million, or $70 million more than
in 1997, 26 th of 32 teams, because they operate in a
small market, and, due to rules that differ
significantly from football's, can't be expected to
compete successfully for dollars or victories.
If evidence is needed to illustrate how important
publicly funded new stadia are to the owners who
operate the lucrative monopolies that are professional
baseball and football, consider how the NFL awarded its
32~ franchise last year when the choice had come down
to two cities, Houston and Los Angeles.
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It is almost impossible, for obvious reasons, to
imagine any major league, whatever the sport, without a
team in Los Angeles, but Al Davis moved his Raiders
from Anaheim to Oakland, and Georgia Frontiere her Rams
from the Coliseum to St. Louis, ten or so years ago,
when the southern California public would not build
them new facilities.
Los Angeles, the entertainment
center of the world, seemed to be a no-brainer this
time around, however, when movie tycoon Michael Ovitz
organized a syndicate to fund privately the purchase of
the franchise and the construction of the stadium, and
oil billionaire Marvin David made the same offer, and
the genius of the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, Peter
Uebberoth, who piled up a $200 million surplus for the
city without spending a dime of public funding, joined
in the competition. That is how lucrative these three
very sophisticated entertainment moguls, with their
enormously deep pockets, thought it would be to own a
football team in the biggest market in America. The
NFL turned down Los Angeles and awarded the 32 00
franchise to Houston, for one reason, and that reason
was that the league's powers-that-be were not willing
to run the risk of having a privately-funded enterprise
in their midst that made lots of money, and didn't
pretend it had to beg for public support.
The players certainly didn't object to the
decision since a big part of the reason they are
getting so rich has to do with all this taxpayers'
support. The average NBA player is being paid $2.8
million this year, USA Today reports, because there are
only twelve men on each team, while baseball ranks
second, at an average of $2.0 million, but schedules
162 games over a six month season, excluding play-offs.
The average hockey player earns $1.3 million, and the
average football player $1.1 million. The reason
football is last, of course, is that the regular season
includes only 16 games.
Granting that these athletic entertainers have
special gifts, and short careers, the fact is that
their exorbitant salaries are made possible, in
substantial part, by the stadium subsidies their teams
receive from the taxpayers.
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Let me say a word about the crucial concept of
"parity," and explain why it is so difficult for a
small market team like the Reds to compete in baseball,
but how the dice are located in favor of all 32 pro
football teams building their teams on relatively level
playing fields.
Put more simply, it is a minor miracle
that our young general manager, Jim Bowden, whom the
New York Times calls, "the most creative executive in
baseball, and perhaps in all of professional sports,"
is able to field a baseball team that Sports
Illustrated predicts is the 6 th best in the majors, and
it is an embarrassment, by contract, that Mike Brown
has just completed the worst decade competitively in
the history of the professional game, without any
meaningful hope of improvement.
(That is not my
assessment, by the way, but is the off-the-record
assessment of several nationally known experts, who
must be anonymous, household names in the sport, with
whom I have become acquainted in Washington.)
First, it is very expensive in baseball to
identify talent, and lots of players must be nurtured
for years in expensive farm systems to identify two or
three players who can succeed in the big leagues.
There's always free agency, of course, signing
established stars such as Ken Griffey, Jr., but that is
very expensive.
Increasingly, too, baseball teams must
mine the Caribbean, even Asia, for talent, and the
talent is unformed, sometimes only 16 or 17 years old.
This requires attendance at games at thousands of high
schools and sandlots, a very considerable expense. The
NFL, on the other hand, draws its talent from colleges,
overwhelmingly the 100 or so Division 1-A institutions
that graduate 90% of the top prospects, and the
colleges don't receive financial support from the
franchises.
The NFL won't take players straight from
high school, and actively discourages players leaving
college early to sign contracts.
It carefully arranges
its schedules so as to avoid conflicts with the
colleges.
Further, the NFL requires all but a handful
of the seniors - about 300 in number - from these
division 1-A colleges to attend a 3-day camp in
Indianapolis each March, called the "combine," at which
the players are administered intelligence and
psychological tests, and given physicals, so the
franchises can see for themselves in one place - not
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just on film - who can lift the most weight and run the
fastest.
Thus, all 32 franchises will operate with
quite similar information when the time comes each
April to draft players, with the teams with the worst
records drafting first, and the best teams drafting
last, in the interest of "parity."
Second, whereas professional baseball teams keep
the ticket revenues from their home games for
themselves, pro football teams split those proceeds
down the middle with their visiting opponents. Thus,
when the Bengals visit Dallas, Mr. Brown receives half
the ticket revenues, and that's more money than the
Cowboys will take home when they visit Cincinnati
because they draw bigger crowds and charge higher
prices.
Third, and, perhaps most important, the NFL
negotiates a single television contract with all the
participating networks that covers all the games of all
the teams, and then distributes the proceeds of that
contract evenly among the 32 franchises, whether the
teams are winners or losers, or are located in big
cities or small markets, the same $72 million,
currently, per team per year. The baseball franchises,
on the other hand, retain their own radio and
television revenues locally, so that owners in cities
such as Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles and New York
generate vastly bigger dollars than teams can in cities
such as Cincinnati, Kansas City and Montreal.
Fourth, professional football requires its owners
to operate as individuals, and not as corporations with
interlocking interests, which is permissible under the
rules of baseball. When Michael Eisner bought the
California Angels for Disney, it was considered a
corporate purchase. When Rupert Murdock bought the Los
Angeles Dodgers for Fox Television and the Sky Network
Sports that one can watch in every hotel room in
Europe, it was for a similar reason. This is why Ted
Turner owns the Atlanta Braves, and the Dolan brothers
of Cablevision bought the Cleveland Indians, and why
these corporations can buy expensive free agents.
The NFL, on the other hand, requires its owners,
however rich they may be, to function as individuals
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when it comes to their teams, and not as corporations,
and this is why the league wouldn't let the Dolan
brothers of Cablevision buy the New York Jets last
month, even though they bid more money than the person
who was the successful buyer. This is why Rupert
Murdock, who sees his Manchester United franchise in
England as "the world's soccer team," and his Los
Angeles Dodgers as "the world's baseball team," wasn't
allowed even to make a bid when the NFL was deciding
this winter whether to locate its 32 00 franchise in
Houston or Los Angeles.
Unlike baseball, the NFL also makes a genuine
effort to enforce its salary caps, to see to it that
"parity" achieves its desired result, to insure that
all the teams are spending similar amounts of money on
their players. Baseball doesn't even pretend any
longer that this matters very much, and the owners of
the rich teams have made it abundantly clear since the
death of their great commissioner, Bartlett Giamatii,
some ten years ago, that they won't tolerate another
commissioner who tries to correct the situation.
Indeed, the current commissioner, Bud Selig, who must
understand this problem since he is from Milwaukee,
hasn't uttered murmur of protest since he took office.
Last year, for instance, the world champion New
York Yankees were able to spend $85 million on players
at the same time the hapless Montreal Expos brought up
the rear at $16 million. All eight teams in the
baseball play-offs last fall ranked among the top ten
spenders, and spent at least $48 million each on their
rosters.
The Reds spent only $33 million by
comparison, and very nearly made the play-offs, a
remarkable accomplishment! Not one of the ten teams in
baseball that spent less money than the Reds won even
half its games.
By contract, because of "parity," all the NFL
franchises, including the Bengals, spend relatively
comparable numbers of dollars on players, although they
must think ahead and be clever as they commit these
dollars. While the Bengals spent an average of $37
million on their players in the decade of the '90s, no
other team averaged more than $51.8 million (the San
Francisco 4gers), powerhouses such as Dallas and Green
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Bay averaged $42.5 million and $41.7 million, and big
city teams such as Chicago and New York averaged $38.3
million, $43.2 million (Giants) and $39.8 million
(Jets). Occasionally, a team thumbs its nose at the
salary cap, but there is usually a swift consequence
when it happens. Just this month, for instance, the
league determined that the Denver Broncos had played
games in deferring $22 million of compensation for the
great John Elway two years ago. The League ordered the
Broncos' owned, in no uncertain terms, to pay the $22
million immediately, or face an even harsher penalty,
including a significant reduction in next year's cap.
There is ample evidence that "parity" in football
is being reflected on the football field, although the
Bengals are not yet beneficiaries. Eighty-five percent
of the league's games last season were decided by 16
points or fewer.
Both Super Bowl contestants from 1998
didn't even make it back to the play-offs, and the four
teams in the league championship games were from
traditionally "have-not" markets, Jacksonville,
Nashville, St. Louis and Tampa. The Indianapolis
Colts, thanks to their gifted quarterback, Peyton
Manning, improved from 3 wins and 13 losses to 14 wins
and 4 losses, in a single season, the most dramatic
turn-around in league history.
And the Bengals? It's a sad story. After winning
9 games in 1990, the year after they narrowly lost
their second Super Bowl, the Bengals went on to lose
108 games in a decade, a record.
In failing to appeal
on national television the past three years, and ABC's
Monday Night Football the past 8 years, the Bengals set
two more records, making a mockery of the claim that
our stadium would enhance Cincinnati's national image.
Asked about these omissions, ABC's President stated
that advertisers had no interest in a team that
seemingly has no prospects of improvement in the
foreseeable future.
Because of their record, the
Bengals had the first overall pick in three drafts in
the decade, and drafted in the top 5 in seven of those
years, with Mr. Brown assuring us each April that these
men would lead us to the promised land. And yet, not
once in the nine years, when training camp rolled
around in July, was the top draft there on opening day.
Quite the contrary, we heard recriminations then about
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how greedy and over-rated were these players who had
been extolled so in April.
Perhaps Mr. Brown, by then,
had ample reason to be reticent, for only two of his
choices turned out to be even marginally successful
players. Recalling that 85% of the league's games last
year were decided by 16 points or fewer, the Bengals
lost 9 of their 12 defeats by 17 points or more,
including the final two games of the decade, when they
scored only one touchdown in 120 minutes. The NFL
regular season runs from September 1 to December 31;
the Bengals were eliminated from play-off contention by
October 31, the halfway point of the season, in seven
of the years between 1991-99. The New York Times, in
its preseason edition, described the team in two lines:
"The Bengals are the Bengals, and this is the graveyard
of quarterbacks." When the Wall Street Journal
reported in November that the Bengals are the only
organization in any professional sport without a web
site, the writer went on to say, on reflection, that it
probably isn't surprising, since there is so little
positive to report.
Just one other point that may not even be
relevant, which is service to the community.
The Reds, when opportunities present themselves,
seem inclined to give back a little something to their
fans, especially to their young ones, sponsoring kid
glove games, games for straight A students and college
students, discounts for senior citizens, admittedly
promotions to fill seats since they play 81 games at
home, or 10 times the Bengals.
They are currently sponsoring an organization
called "Athletes Reaching Out," started by a young man
named Tim Naehring, from LaSalle High School and Miami
of Oxford, who enjoyed several successful seasons with
the Red Sox before suffering a career-ending injury.
Tim Naehring is dreaming up projects that may benefit
both the Reds and Greater Cincinnati, a notion that
simply doesn't cross the minds of Bengals management,
so far as my research can unearth.
Interviewed about
community service last year, Mr. Brown thought for
awhile before commenting that he had made contributions
totaling $500,000 the previous year. When someone
inquired later where that money had gone, it turned out
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that the committee to promote his stadium tax levy was
the answer, a committee created by his law firm.
To conclude this section: When I began last year
to research this paper, I had no idea where my
inquiries would lead me, or that my conclusions would
be such clear ones:
a.
Cincinnati is blessed to have the Reds'
current leadership in place, and we should do all we
can to keep its key people. Jim Bowden is a very hot
property, respected nationally, skilled with agents,
players, media and the public, so that may not be easy.
b.
We have given Mike Brown his stadium to stay
here, and then some.
I am not a nut insisting that he
go to the play-offs every year when I suggest that he
now owes it to us sometimes to put competitive teams on
the field, and that he is competing in an environment
that has, more than any other professional sport,
mechanisms in place to help make that possible.
It
does nothing for Cincinnati's image as a "major league
city" for the Bengals to perform indefinitely at this
Iowa level.
3.
Many of you are award that I have been
privileged to head several independent schools since
1965, the longest and happiest time spanning my years
here in Cincinnati at Seven Hills, and I am watching
with intense interest what is happening to children's
and interscholastic sports, increasingly concerned by
what I see; growing pressure on young athletes to excel
and to specialize at ever-earlier ages; growing gaps
between athletes who are gifted and those who aren't;
growing differentials separating parents who can and
cannot pay the bills required to enable their children
to succeed in the more competitive environment.
The Boston Globe recently polled New England's
all-scholastic athletes for the last ten years, and
their parents, in the dozen sports where such honors
are awarded, and the results are revealing.
I would
expect the data to be similar, from my experience, in
Cincinnati, Los Angeles and Washington.
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Most of these all-stars, boys and girls, began playing
competitive sports at age six, organized teams, paid
coaches, uniforms, leagues, strict attendance, travel,
the whole expensive package, at about six years earlier
than their parents, who recall organizing pick-up games
in back yards, an on neighborhood playgrounds, until
they were around 12, in grades 7 or 8.
All these all-scholastic
camps, specializing in single
they were 8, every summer for
summers before they graduated

attended summer sports
sports beginning when
the 9 or 10 consecutive
from high school.

Ninety per cent of their parents never attended a
single sports-specific camp.
It is this trend towards
concentration in a particular sport, by the way, that
is helpful to eliminate the all-purpose summer camp
that so many of us remember with affection, arts and
crafts, three or four sports, early morning dips, and
ghost stories by camp fires.
I am mindful of an elite female soccer player at
my current school in McLean, Virginia, competing as a
sophomore on the same elite team on which Mia Hamm
starred, spending Thanksgiving in Arizona and Christmas
in Florida, anticipating a trip to Iceland, of all
places, this spring break, missing family gatherings in
the process. The highly publicized star of a Potomac
School team that ranks first among all schools of all
sizes in our area, she is already being vigorously
recruited by the strongest soccer college in the
country, including all eight Ivies.
I noted that she
slowed down some at this end of our season, and
discovered that she would leave after our school games,
inhale a pizza in the car, attend practices the same
nights of her elite club teams, staggering home about
ten to study until 1:30 a.m. so she could keep up the
rigorous load in one of the best academic schools in
the country.
If she misses a club practice to rest, or
write a paper, or go to a dance, or get a little sleep,
there is a professional coal there to remind her that
"we have someone waiting to take your place if you
don't want this enough." She is 16, and has had 4
concussions, 2 since Christmas.
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There used to be a time when schools set athletic
schedules, and these club teams adjusted accordingly.
The opposite is increasingly true as these club coaches
are more and more full time professionals who support
themselves with their coaching and summer camps. They
are, of course, more expert in their specialties than
the teachers we remember who doubled as our high school
coaches, exemplifying our institutional missions, the
integration of our academic, physical and spiritual
lives.
The NCAA is so alarmed about these AAU and club
teams in basketball that it has a special task force
studying them.
Some of these coaches are paid sums that would
enrage the teachers in their schools if they became
public, and they are favored with captive audiences
when they supplement their income with their outside
programs.
Seven Hills' soccer coach, for instance, a
fine man, operates several programs year-round in a
state-of-the-art facility built for him by an affluent
parent, and Summit's coach, imported from Scotland by a
trustee, holds forth much of the year in a sports mall
the trustee built and owns.
It is instructive to see the opulent fitness
facilities, weight rooms, stair masters, treadmills,
and professional trainers that affluent schools independent and suburban public - are building for
their students, schools in Southern Ohio that are
members of conferences that include public schools that
can't often afford such amenities and coaches. At the
end of the day, setting aside the thorny issue of
athletic recruitment, it is hard to see how schools
such as Batavia, Lockland, New Miami and St. Bernard
will ever be able to complete consistently against
schools such as the Christian Academy, Country Day,
Seven Hills and Summit, given their coaches and
facilities.
Following a wonderfully played girls soccer game
in November between our Potomac School and the National
Cathedral School in Washington, I observed that the
girls on the two teams knew each other well, and
wondered how that could be.
It turns out that 15 of
the 20 players on the same elite club teams I mentioned
earlier now go to NCS, Potomac and Sidwell Friends.
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These are fine kids who will honor their schools with
championships, and attend selective colleges, but it is
still a bit worrisome.
The Globe's survey goes on to reveal that the
average all-star played 3 sports all 3 seasons, 25
years ago, a number that dropped to 2 sports in 1985,
and to 1-1/2 sports today. Asked about this trend, 4
professional stars in Boston said they lament it, and
are encouraging their own children to start competing
later, to specialize less and to have fun in other
activities summers and holidays. They worry that what
is happening in children's sports is in substantial
part for the gratification of parents who weren't as
successful themselves in sports in high school.
Finally, the Globe's survey discovered that the
all-scholastics, in the midst of the busiest years of
their lives, especially the stressful junior year when
colleges become obsessive concerns, are increasingly
over stressed, juggling their sports commitments along
with academics, family time, college visits and
extracurricular activities, averaging 3 hours a day on
their 1.5 sports all twelve months, hoping there may be
athletic scholarships as rewards. Their parents don't
remember as may time constraints in high school, rarely
missing vacations and reunions and proms due to
practices and tournaments.
A major reason that these elite high schoolers and
their parents submit to this specialization and stress,
of course, is that there may be college scholarships at
the end of the rainbow, or, in the cases of selective
colleges, legs up in the rat races for admission, but
the evidence suggests that these inflated hopes may be
prescriptions for widespread disappointment.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association and
the National Federation of High School Athletic
Associations agree that only 1% of high school letter
winners will land athletic scholarships in colleges,
and that only a fraction of them will qualify for
awards at the major (Division 1) level. They estimate
that there are 6 million young men and women lettering
in high school sports this year, 100,000 of whom will
win letters in college; half of them - 50,000
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participants - are likely to receive sports-related
financial aid.
I alluded earlier to the fact that competitive
sports are getting expensive for young people, and that
many poor families that can't afford them are being
priced out of the market, and the Los Angeles Times has
published an extensive survey about that. Because of
its affluence, population, traditions and weather,
California turns out disproportionally large numbers of
elite and even world-class athletes, more than the 49
other states combined, so these figures may be skewed,
but not much.
The Times calculates that it costs an average
family $2,100 a year, on average, every year between
the time a child reaches age 6 until he or she
graduates from high school, to develop successfully in
most sports, including coaches, equipment, memberships,
summer camps, transportation, and uniforms. A few
sports exceed this $2,100, notably swimming at $4,000
and tennis at $6,000.
In colder climes, skiing and ice
hockey are in the swimming/tennis ranges.
These are
only parental costs, of course, and don't include what
the athletes' schools and clubs pay by means of special
fund-raisers, taxes and tuitions.
Poor kids in urban areas and Appalachia simply
can't afford anything close to these amounts, of
course, since P.E. and sports, along with the fine and
performing arts, are usually the first programs to be
dropped when their school districts are financially
strapped.
The Washinaton Post published a series this winter
that demonstrated that over half the athletic
facilities in the District's public schools were
condemned last year by the federal government's Corps
of Engineers as being "unsafe and unusable," while the
budgets for coaches, repair and upkeep of facilities,
equipment, and transportation have been cut in half
since 1985. The District budgets .03% of its operating
income for P.E. and sports, although The Post believes
that major parts of that tiny pittance have been
diverted for other purposes. One of the District's
long-standing basketball powers hasn't been able to
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play a home game for three years because the gym is so
decrepit. The city's perennial swimming champions had
their pool condemned, so the coach left and the season
was canceled. No wonder that the District's teams find
it so hard to compete when they visit other suburban
communities, and that their students rank near the
bottom in nationally standardized tests of physical
fitness.
Doctors are beginning to worry more about some
manifestations of these patterns of earlier and more
intense and more specialized competition, these growing
tendencies to test children's physical and
psychological limits. They find that more serious
injuries, among both boys and girls, are proliferating
at rates the doctors can't previously recall, injuries
that are sometimes life-long in their impact, leaving
men and women with limps, needing to replace arthritic
hips and knees in their 40's. These doctors, based on
the country's best medical schools, describe litanies
of young athletes damaging their growing muscles,
joints and bones, to the point where sports are now by
far the leading cause of injuries among adolescents.
Of greatest concern are so-called overuse
injuries, such as stress fractures, tendinitis,
bursitis, resulting from overdoing training, playing
the same sports year-round, injuries that the doctors
say were rare among teenagers twenty years ago.
Ironically, as the federal government's admirable Title
IX expands athletic opportunities for girls, they see
such injuries happening a lot more to girls than boys.
Remarkably, they cite girls cross country as the sport
with the highest percentage of serious injuries, girls
running through pain and beating up their bodies in
multi-mile work-outs on hard pavement and hilly, rocky,
slippery courses in all kinds of weather. According to
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, 800,000
children under age 14 visited emergency rooms for
sports-related injuries last year, a quarter of these
visits due to basketball and football, the rest
scattered among baseball, soccer, swimming, softball,
track and field, hockey, gymnastics, volleyball,
wrestling and tennis. These under 14 injuries
apparently fit a similar profile:
sports played at
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intensely competitive levels, concentration on single
sports all year long.
These young athletes are constantly increasing the
duration and intensity of their training, doctors
deduce, pushing themselves to the limit in anticipation
of ever-bigger challenges. Their injuries often start
as aches or pains, injuries they and their coaches are
sure they can play through, but that don't go away.
Some have old wounds that never fully heal or that are
anatomical anomalies, such as one leg being longer than
the other, one, a surprisingly common condition that
inevitably predisposes adolescents to injury. These
young athletes use the same joints and muscles too
much, and don't allow enough healing time for stressrelated injuries to get better.
Adults and children are both susceptible to
injuries when they put too much stress on heir bones,
tendons and other body parts, of course, but children
apparently have growth tissues that adults don't,
leaving them even more vulnerable to overuse problems
in cartilages that line joint surfaces, in joints where
joints and ligaments attach, and in growth plates where
young bodies transform cartilage into bone.
One of the earliest overuse injuries to be
diagnosed, in the 1960's, was given the name of "little
league elbow," a condition which causes young pitchers,
in distressing numbers, to have trouble flexing their
arms, a condition which usually requires corrective
surgery. All the doctors agree that 12 year olds are
ruining their arms when they throw curve balls so soon,
long before their arms can stand the strain.
The New York Times interviewed ten Hall of Famers
at last year's all-star game, all of whom had grown up
with Little League baseball, and they nodded
affirmatively when Tom Seaver said how he felt:
"When
we grew up and wanted to play baseball, we went to the
park and played until dark.
I remember being told just
to come home when the street lights went on.
They only
way kids play baseball today is organized baseball.
Moms drive them to practice and pick them up. You
never see kids with their gloves on the handlebars of
their bikes going to the park. You don't see kids
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playing without supervision.
It's criminal that Little
League officials don't impose rules outlawing curve
balls and mandating the maximum numbers of innings kids
can pitch."
A second condition that generally ends up
requiring surgery is "swimming shoulder," caused by the
constant repetition of the same shoulder strokes that
can exceed 400,000 such strokes a year for a 12-yearold boy, and 600,000 such strokes a year for a 12-yearold girl. While these kinds of injuries were first
observed in boys, doctors now believe that girls are
even more susceptible, especially as they enter
puberty.
"That's probably because of the girls'
increased body fat, their relative decrease in muscle
strength, and the changing alignment of their lower
body," says Dr. Sally Harris, team doctor for Stanford
and the u.S. National Women's Basketball Team. She
points out, among serious injuries, that girls have
much higher rates of injury with respect to tears of
the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) , the most common
injury among professional athletes, a serious one that
often ends their careers.
"Girls suffer three times to
six times more serious ACL injuries per capita than
boys," she estimates, "and they have more concussions,
too. "
It's hard to assemble data about adolescents
playing hurt through injuries, but the Globe's recent
survey suggests the possible magnitude of the
situation. Fifty-one percent of the all-star
respondents suffered at least one serious injury since
starting competitive sports; of that group, 90% broke a
bone, 33% suffered an ACL, 22% sprained or broke
ankles, 20% had stress fractures, 15% separated
shoulders, and 15% had concussions.
Forty percent of
the all-stars admitted that they had practiced and
competed with what their doctors agreed were "serious
injuries."
"These are not hysterical, crazy kids who are
making up this pain," writes Dr. Michael Goldberg, Head
of Orthopedics at New England Medical Center and Tufts
Medical School."
"It is because, in addition to their
physical injuries, they are having so much
psychological stress surrounding competitive sports,
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especially at the elite levels, that these kids feel
such intense performance pressure. II
Harvard's women's varsity basketball coach worries
about this from another perspective.
III
find less and less correlation between success
in youth sports and success at the high school level,
and even less correlation with success in sports in
college.
In fact, when I talk with my colleagues, we
see quite the opposite. We more often see burn-out in
these kids, an inability to handle the other parts of
being a Division I athlete, parts such as enthusiasm,
handling adversity and diversity, getting along with
teammates. Many of these kids seem to have little idea
how to do these things because they have been pushed
too hard too young into being the best, into becoming
stars. II
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